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QUALITY POLICY

Mission Statement

Allied Healthcare Products, lnc. (Allied) is a worldwide supplier of
emergency medical products, respiratory products and medical
gas construction equipment.

Our goal is to achieve a leadership position in our markets by
consistently providing value to our customers through superior
customer service, and by delivering high quality products at
competitive prices.

Quality Policy Statement

Allied Healthcare Products, /nc. (Allied) is committed to 'total
customer satisfaction". Every aspect of our endeavors will focus
on meeting customer requirements by providing superior service
and high quality products.

To meet these objectives, all employees shall concentrate their
efforts towards customer satisfaction by taking ownership and
responsibility for their quality of work, as well as continuous
quality improvement.
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READ BEFORE USING THE RespiCalrM Calibration
Analyzer

Product Overview

The RespiCalrM Calibration Analyzer operates independently or in tandem with a personal
computer coupled with the RespiOalrM software. When used with a computer, it can provide both
numeric and graphic displays. lts performance addresses the needs of both stationary and
poftable applications, with the following features:

Adjustable trigger levels
Selectable trigger source
Adjustable sample rate
Single burst or continuous readings
Integration of flows to measure volumes
Breaths per minute (BPM)
Inspiratory and expiratory times
l:E ratio
Peak and minimum values for readings
STP, ATP, and BTPS volume and flow
corrections
Muliiple pressure and flow units of measure
Graphics display with pan and zoom

Highlights

Windows 9f, based software
Data storage only limited to hard disk size
Continuous storage for monitoring
Exportable data to other PC software
Numeric or Graphic display of data
Multiple channel data collection
High flow of 25 to 240 LPM
Low flow of 0.1 to 25 LPM
High pressures of 0 to 100 PSI
Low pressures of -120 to 120 cm H2O
Measu res barometric pressu re
Measures analog input 0-10 Volts DC
Two digital inputs 0-24 Volts DC
Analog output 0-10 Volts DC
Automatic oxygen concentration
measurements
Automatic calibration date tracking



Specifications and Requi rements

I nstru ment Specifications
(temperature 10"C to 35"C or 50'F to 95"F)

20 PSID

150 PSID i

60 PSIA

N/A

N/A

N/A
Flow response time is to be no less than 30 ms to within 63% of the final reading. The pressure
drop across the flow sensors is to be no greater than 20 cmH2O at 200 LPM.

Note: The RespiOalrM Calibration Analyzerrequires at least a 30 minute warm-up period to
achieve maximum accuracy.

Note: The RespiCalrM Calibration Analyzer should not be used without the filter adapter on
the high flow inlet. The RespiCalru Calibration Analyzer is calibrated with this adapter in
place to achieve maximum accuracy.

Power Requirements
115 VAC, 50i60 Hz, 0.5 Amp (Range: 90 VAC to 132 VAC)
230 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 0.25 Amps (Range: 207 VAC to 253 VAC)
Note: Refer to Instructions for Changing Input Voltage before applying power to the unit.

Power Cord
6'Cord, detachable IEC type

Classification
Protection Class I

Type B according to IEC 601-1
Equipment of Group ll, according to MED GV
Installation Category | |

Pollution Degree 2

Gas Compatibility
Oxygen, Nitrogen, Nitrous Oxide, Air, and mixtures of these gases

1

L2o/o reading 10 to 25 LPM
+4% reading or.1 LPM 0.1
to 10 LPM
t2% readinq 25 to 240 LPM i 30 ms

fr15"/" FS 12 to 120 cmH2O i 10 ms

11% FS 0 to 12
+0.75o/o FS 10 to 100 PSI
+1% FS 0 to 10 PSI

10.75% FS I 10 ms

t1% FS i 10 ms



Dimensions
Width 26 cm (10.2')
Height 16 cm (6.3")
Depth 26.5 cm (10.4")
Weight 4.5 kg (10lbs.)

Operating Conditions
Indoor use only
Altitudes up to 2000 m
Temperature 5'C to 40"C or 41'F to 104"F
Maximum relative humidity 807otor temperatures up to 31'C or 88oF; decreasing linearly to 50%
relative humidity at 40'C or 104'F.

Shipping Conditions
Temperature -30.C to +60.C (-22'F to '140.F)

Humidity 35% to 75% (Non-Condensing)
Shock and Vibration Loading Less than 50 g's

Storage Conditions
Temperature -30.C to +60oC (-Z2F to 140"F)
Humidity 35% to 95%
Shelf Life 5 Years (lf stored for more than 1 year unit witt need recalibration

prior to use\.

Regulatory Approvals
UL, C-UL, and CE (electromagnetic compatibility directive 89/336/EEC)

Cleaning
The RespiCalru Calibration Analyzer can be cleaned with a clean cloth or sponge dampened with
water only. The use of cleaning liquids or solvents is not recommended.

Warning: Disconnect the unit from AC power and any electrical connection before
cleaning.
Caution: Do not allow moisture to enter into the flow or pressure ports.



Safety Information
Review the following safety precautions to avoid injury to personnel and to prevent damage to this
instrument. DO NOT use equipment for any other uses than those specified by the manufacturer
or failure of this device may occur.

Definitions
Warning: Meaning there is a possibility of injury or death to the operator or others.
Caution: Meaning there is a possibility of damage to the equipment or other property.

Warnings:

. ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD. Do not remove cover. Refer seruicing to qualified service
technician.

. ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD. Always unplug unit from electric outlet before servicing.. ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD. This unit should not be operated without proper ground
connections. Grounding for this unit is the earth ground conductor in the power cord.
Ungrounded operation may present an electrical shock hazard.

. DO NOT use in the presence of anesthetic gases due to the risk of fire or explosion.. DO NOT use power cord adapter plugs. Use of power cord adapter plugs may result in fire or
electrical shock hazard.

. DO NOT operate in Wet or Damp conditions to avoid electric shock.
r Use proper f use to avoid f ire hazard, use only the fuse type and rating specif ied for this

product.
. DO NOT use this device near any source of open flame, spark, or ignition and do not smoke

while using this device with oxygen. The oxygen that is present will accelerate fires.. DO NOT permit hydrocarbon contaminates to enter the unit. Presence of such contaminants
may cause explosion or fire.

Cautions:

r Avoid getting foreign objects or dirt in connecting hoses, fittings and the unit itself. This may
cause serious damage to the equipment.

. DO NOT use with liquids, including water. This instrument is for use with Dry Gas Only.. DO NOT exceed intended voltage or current. Damage may occur to sensitive electrical
components.

. DO NOT exceed gas pressure limits while using the unit. This may cause failure of the
pressure transducers or associated plumbing.

r Avoid excessive heat. For maximum efficiency, operating temperature needs to remain
between 5oC to 40oC.

r Damage may occur if unit experiences excessive shock or vibration.
. While in storage DO NOT allow temperature to fall below -30"C or rise above 60'C.

Gas Precautions
Be sure to follow all Federal, State, and Local ordinances concerning the usage and/or disposal of
gases used with the RespiOalrv Calibration Analyzer.

Refer to Appendix B for more details.



Unpacking lnstructions
Unpack the RespiOalru Calibration Analyzer upon delivery. Save the box and packing materialfor
future shipping in case of problems or at recertification time. Check the unit for visible damage.
DO NOT attempt to use the unit if damage is evident. Refer to Claims and Return Information
for return instructions and warranty inlormation.
lf there is no apparent damage, verify that the shipment includes the following items:

1. One RespiCalru Calibration Analyzerunit. (P/N T300)
2. RespiCalrM Software Disks. (P/N T300-A)
3. Operation Manual. (P/N T300-B)
4. AC Power Cord. (P/N T300-C)
5. RS-232 Cable. (PN T300-D)
6. RespiOalrM Filter Adapter (P/N T300-F)
7.. Accessory Kit (P/N T300-E)

Containing the following items:

Two 24" lengths of PVC tubing

Two 22 mm OD x 22 mm lD x 3/16" lD tubing tee

One 22 mm lD x 22 mm lD tubing adapter

One 22 mm OD x 15 mm lD tubing adapter

One 22 mm lD x 3/15" lD tubing adapter

Two Tees with 3/15" hose barbs

DISS to 3/1u" hose barb

Two 0.5 Amp fuse for 115 Volts

Four 0.25 Amp fuses for 230 Volts

Notify Allied Healthcare Products,lnc. immediately if any of these items are missing.

Functional Test
1. The unit is configured for 115 VAC when it leaves the factory. Verify that the unit is

configured to operate on the AC line voltage that is available before plugging it in.
2. Turn unit on using the ON/OFF switch on the rear panel.
3. The pass and fail lights on the rear panelwill light up simultaneously.
4. Only the pass light should remain on. The fail (red) light should turn off, if it remains on the

unit did not pass the functional test. lmmediately discontinue use and see the Claims and
Return Information Section for return instructions and warranty information.

Claims and Return lnformation
lf ihe RespiOalru Calibration Analyzer does not pass initial inspection or fails the functional test,
notify the Allied Healthcare Products Seruice Department at the telephone number listed below
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immediately for corrective action. lf your RespiOalrM Calibration Analyzermalfunctions, or if you
have trouble using it, refer to the section Troubleshooting Guide. This section offers simple
solutions to difficulties you may encounter. To resolve problems or if you have any other
concerns, call Allied Healthcare Products, lnc. at the number listed below and ask for the Seruice
Department. Please be sure and have your units serial number for reference.

Allied Healthcare Products, Inc.
Customer Service Department Toll Free at: (800) 444-3954

Return Information
When returning the RespiCalru Calibration Analyzerto the factory for any reason, use the
following procedures:

Caff the factory to obtain return authorization from the Seruice Department. The Service
Department issues you an RMA (Return Material Authorization) Number. The RMA is only valid
for 30 days after issue (45 days for lnternational customers). Any merchandise sent to A//led
Healthcare Products, /nc. without an RMA will be returned.

Include with the unit(s) you return to Allied Healthcare Products, lnc. the RMA number written on
the outside of the carton, your name and address, the serial number of the unit(s) being
returned and the specifics of the seruice required.

Carefully pack the unit(s) in the original carton. lf this carton is not available, pack the units(s) well
in suitable packing materials.

We recommend that you ship the unit(s) fully insured. Prepay all shipping. Shipping damage in
transit to Allied Healthcare Products, /nc. is the responsibility of the customer.

lf you return the unit(s) for reasons other than a shipping error, we charge a restocking fee.
Credit will be issued only after the Quality Assurance Department inspects and accepts the
returned goods. Allied Healthcare Products, lnc. requires any merchandise returned to the factory
to be unused and free of defects (except for receftification). lf you need clarification on any return
information please contact the Service Department.

Certification
Allied Healthcare Products, Inc. tests, inspects and certities each instrument before it is shipped
from the factory. Enclosed are the results of these tests.

For continued reliable operation, Allied Healthcare Products, lnc. recommends annual certification
of the RespiCalrv Calibration Analyzer. To return a RespiCalru Calibration Analyzerto Allied
Healthcare Products, Inc.lor certif ication or factory service, follow the procedures in section
"Claims and Return lnformation" .
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Standalone Operation
The RespiOalrv Calibration Analyzeris in the standalone mode whenever it is being used without
a PO(personal computer). In the standalone mode, the RespiOallw Calibration Analyzer is
capable of measuring pressure, flow, volume, barometric pressure, oxygen concentration, breath
calculations, and voltage from many devices.

The RespiCalrM standalone mode user interface uses just four keys: Back, Up Arrow, Down
Arrow, and Enter. The keys are used to change the units of measure, gas temperature, etc. The
Back key is used to reset the values for peak pressure, peak flow, tidal volume, and breath based
measurements, when not the unit is not in the edit mode.

Where to Begin
Plug unit into the appropriate power receptacle.
Turn unit on using the On/Off switch on the rear panel.
When the unit is turned on these screens will automatically appear:

. The startup screen appears while the system is initializing.

. The next screen is displayed during the self test.

. The last automatic screen will determine if the unit is ready for use or not and displays the
calibration due date.

Also look at the self test LED's on the rear panel to verify whether or not the self test passed or
failed.

Customizing the Displays
The display screens operate in one of two modes. The normal mode is the display mode where
the screen is displaying information. The second mode is the editing mode. The editing mode is
used to change the type measuremenl or units in which lhat measurement is displayed.

To customize the screen:
e Press the ENTER key to make selections of the parameters displayed. Repeat the cycle by

pressing the ENTER key for each parameter.
o When in the editing mode use the UP and DOWN ARROW keys to toggle between the

selections. The UP and DOWN ARROW keys will move the display between the different
display screens when in the display mode.

. The BACK key will exit the editing mode and return to the display mode. The BACK key will
reset the peak values, volumes, or breath values when in the display mode.

Pressure
The RespiCalrM Calibration Analyzercan be used to measure pressure. The unit has three
pressure transducers. One of the transducers is dedicated to the barometer readings. The
barometer can read absolute pressures from 10 to 18 PSl. The barometer is also used in the
automatic ATP and BTPS conversions for flow and volume measurements. The second pressure
transducer is for measuring low pressures. This transducer has a range of -120 to +120 cmHzO.
This transducer can read negative pressure or vacuum while connected to the positive input port.
The third transducer is for measuring pressures f rom 0 to 100 PSIG. This transducer can only
measure negative pressures or vacuum when the source is connected to the negative input port
of the transducer.
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The low and high pressure transducers are configured to measure pressure differentials. That is
the pressure is automatically offset by atmospheric pressure if the negative port is left
unconnected. This is also known as gauge pressure. The differential pressure can be used to
measure the pressure difference between two points, such as, the pressure drop across a
pneumatic valve as gas is flowing through it.

The pressure screen displays the values read by all three pressure transducers. The
configuration can be changed to measure either peak or continuous values. The software
supports many different units of measure.

Default values are shaded
See G/ossary of Terms for acronym meanings.

FIow Rate
The RespiOalrv Calibration Analyzercan be used to measure flow. The unit has two mass flow
sensors. The low flow sensor measures flows from .1 to 25 LPM and the high flow sensor
measures flows f rom 25 to 240 LPM. The unit will only work with clean dry gases. The unit is
designed to work with Oxygen, Nitrogen, Nitrous Oxide, and Air. The software can also convert
the units to standard temperature and pressure (STP), ambient temperature and pressure (ATP),
and body temperature and pressure saturated with water (BTPS). The gas temperature must be
entered manually to perform these conversions but the barometric pressure is read automatically
from the internal barometer. Also the high flow sensor has an oxygen sensor in the flow stream.
This sensor can display the oxygen concentration f rom 0 to 100%.

Note: The high flow meter requires that the external filter adapter be installed for maximum
accuracy. This filter acts as an additional flow conditioner.
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The flow raie display screen displays values read by both flow sensors and the oxygen sensor.
The configuration can be changed to measure either peak or continuous values. The software
supports many different units of measure.

Default values are shaded
See Glossary of Terms for acronym meanings.

Volume Display
The stand alone volume display is used to display the tidal volume of ventilators. The volume is
accumulated from the start trigger point to the end trigger point. The volume display can work
with either the high or low meter. The volume display now supports wave shape specific filters
and a tare or flow offset function. Also the range for the trigger levels has been expanded.

Using the wave shape filters
The RespiOalrM has a digital input filter that is specific for each type of ventilator waveform. The
wave shapes are pulse or square, descending ramp, and sinusoidal. A new field was added to
the volume display to allow the user to select the correct wave shape. The pulse or square shape
willwork with the majority of waveforms but ramp and sinusoidal can increase the accuracv ano
stability over large changes in peak flow rate.

Using the tare or flow offset
The tare or flow offset function was added to compensate the volume readings for base flow.
Most ventilators now support some form of continuous or base flow. Generally the tidal volume
setting of the ventilator is added on top of the base flow, with the tare function the user can
subtract the volume contributed by the continuous flow from the data and read the desired tidal
volume. Great care must be exercised when using the tare functions. The combination of the
tare function and base flow makes it quite difficult to set the appropriate start and end trigger
levels to get a correct volume reading.

Setting the trigger levels
Setting the trigger levels for the RespiCalrM Calibration Analyzer is not as hard as it seems at first
glance. The sfarl triggeris the percentage of the full scale flow meter reading that marks the starl
of the vofume or breath accumulation. The end trigger is the percentage of the peak flow
measured during the volume or breath accumulation that is used to mark the end of the volume or
inspiration cycle. The tare value is the flow value that will be subtracted from each flow reading.
The tare valueis in the same units as the volume (i.e. lf the volume is in Liters then the tare is in
Liters per minute or if the volume is in cubic feet then the tare is in cubic feet per minute). The
following table lists some values for start and end triggering that should work for many ventilators.

You should keep the start trigger and end triggervalues as small as possible to make sure that all
of the vof ume is accumulated. lf a tare valueis used the start trigger and/or end trigger should be
adjusted to affow for the continuous llow. The start trioqer and end triqqer point must be
hioher than the base flow value. You can find correct tare value by watching the flow display for
the minimum observable flow value. This value should be entered as the tare value. The user

14



Calculating the trigger levels

Start Trigger

High Flow in percent level = P* rrl
240

Low Flow in percent level ={!*tOO'2)

End Trigger

Inpercent level=4*too
peaKflow

Editing the volume display
The user enters the editing mode by pressing the ENTER key. The user can then use the ENTER
to step through each field in the volume display. Pressing either the UP or DOWN arrow key will
change the value of the field that is flashing. Pressing the BACK key will exit the editing mode.

should always make sure that the base flow value has not changed when the peak flow or tidal
volume is changed. The sfarf trigger and end triggerlevels range lrom 1"/" to 99% in O.1o/o
increments. The tare value ranges from 0 or OFF to 99.9 liters per minute.

Resetting the volume display
When the RespiOalrM is not in the editing mode, pressing the BACK key will reset the volume and
start the volume accumulation cycle again. The volume is updated every other ventilator breath if
a valid start trigger and end trigger are received.

Breath Display
The stand alone breath display is used to display the breath rate, inspiratory time, expiratory time,
and l:E ratio of a ventilator or similar device. The breath display is a display only screen. The
breath parameters are controlled by the meter, trigger levels, tare value, and wave shape filter
that are selected on the volume display. The times and l:E ratio can be greatly effected by tare or
base flow and wave shape. A descending ramp type waveform with a base flow may display an

Default values are shaded
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inspiratory time that is much longer than is expected. To fix this problem a higher end trigger can
be used for descending ramps.

Auxiliary Input
The RespiOalrM Calibration Analyzercan be used to measure analog voltages. The auxiliary
analog input is located on the l/O connector on the back of the RespiOalrw Calibration Analyzer.
The auxiliary input will measure voltage from 0 to +10 Volts. The auxiliary input is protected with
diode clamps and a high input impedance to prevent damage to the RespiCalrw Catibration
Analyzer under normal conditions. However care should still be used when connecting any
external voftage source to the RespiOalru Calibration Analyzer. Refer to Appendix A for the
pinouts of the l/O connector.

Filter Rate
The RespiOaFM Calibration Analyzer incorporates a programmable digitalfilter. This filter is used
to smooth the signaltransitions on the pressure and flow meters. The filter has three settings:
none, medium, and strong. The strong setting provides the most filtering and is best used to
measure outputs from flow meters or regulators. The none setting provides no filtering and is
best used for measuring breaths and volumes from a ventilator or similar device. For a more
detailed description of the filters refer to the dioital filterino section.

Default value is shaded
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Analog Output
The RespiOalru Calibration Analyzercan be used to output an analog signalthat is proportionalto
the selected pressure, flow, or analog voltage device. The analog voltage output is scaled to
provide a 0 to +10 Volt signalthat is proportionalto the selected device's fullscale range. The
analog output is not available when the RespiCalr[ Calibration Analyzeris in the volume or breath
displays. This was done in order to maximize the resources available for measuring volumes and
breaths. The default units are scaled to meel the 0 to 1O Volt output signal and cannot be
changed.

Gas Temperature
This display is for entering the gas temperature in 1 degree increments. The RespiCaFu
Calibration Analyzeruses this temperature to perform the ATP and BTPS conversions for flow
and volume measurements.

-120 to +120
0 to 100 PSI

0.1 to 25 LPM

0 to 10 Volts

Default value is 21'C
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Computer Setup and RespiOalrilr Calibration
An a lyzer Co nf i g u rati o n

Operating Platform
The computer should have Windows '9f or Nf operating systems(The software will work on
Windows 3.7Xwith the Win32 drivers loaded). The computer should be at least a 486 66Mhz
machine with 16Mb of RAM and 1OMb free hard disk space. The computer must also have at
least one free coM port and a 2 button mouse in order to use this software.

Software Installation
Install the RespiOalrM software provided using the RUN command from the START menu or the
Add Software command in the Control Panel, then insert DISK 1 and execute A:\SETUP. Then
inseft each additional diskette as prompted. Refer to the Windows help system for details on how
to install new software.

Cable Connections

Caution: Make sure the computer and the RespiGallM Calibration Analyzerare off before
you connect the RS-232 cable. Also the RS-232 cable should be no tonger than 50 feet.

1. Connect the male end of the RS-232 cable to the back of the Resp iCalrM Calibration Anatyzer
in the port labeled RS-232.

2. Tighten the thumb screws on the plug to secure the cable to the back of the unit.
3. Connect the female connector of the RS-232 cable to the PC's communication port.
4. Tighten the thumb screws on the plug to secure the cable to the back of the computer.

The electric cord plugs into the receptacle on the back of the RespiCalrM Calibration Analyzer and
to a 1 15 Volt receptacle. The RespiOalru Calibration Analyzer can operate on 230 Volts. lf
changes are necessary in the voltage configuration see section Instructions for Changing
Fuses.

18



Remote Mode Operation
The remote mode allows the RespiOalru Calibration Analyzerto be controlled from a PC running
Windows'9for Nf . Included with every RespiCalrM Catibration Analyzeris a software program
that allows the display of up to two measurements simultaneously, such as flow and pressure.
The software also performs specialized calculations for ventilators such as breaths per minute,
tidal volume, minute volume, inspiratory time, expiratory time, and l:E ratio.

The collected informalion can be saved to a disk drive. The same information can then be
retrieved f rom disk by such applications as Microsoft Excef for analysis or graphing.

The RespiOalrv Calibration Analyzerwith the PC software performs similar to a digital storage
oscilloscope. Data can be captured with the RespiOalrM Calibration Analyzerlor detailed analysis
or record keeping.

Where to Begin
. Turn on the RespiOalrM Calibration Analyzer and then the computer.
. Select the RespiOalru Calibration Analyzericon from the start menu.

Measurement Devices
The RespiCalr* Calibration Analyzer has several measurement devices. These devices include
the low pressure sensor, high pressure sensor, barometric pressure sensor, low flow meter, high
flow meter, oxygen sensor, and auxiliary input. The RespiOalrM measurement devices support
many common types of units for pressure and flow. The RespiOalrM remote software also
supports user defined units. The details of how to use the user defined units are discussed in the
section "Configuring the RespiOalru Calibration Analyzef'.
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Main Display
The main screen allows the data from a single measurement device to be displayed. The graph
can be adjusted by increasing or decreasing the chart length. The graph can be manipulated by
the cursor controls when the display is paused.

Reset Resets the accumulated data buffer
Pause/Run Toqqles for data collection
Print Prints the data
Save to Disk Saves the buffer to disk(see below)
Numeric Displavs numeric screen
Graph Displays qraphic screen
Breaths Displays breath calculation screen
Burst Displavs burst screen
Confiqure Displays conf iqu ration screen
Files Displavs breath file inout
Exil Exits the aoolication

There are two ways of saving data to disk, AUTO or MANUAL. In the AUTO mode the software
will continuously save data until the PRESS TO STOP SAVE button is un-clicked. In the
MANUAL mode the software saves the data that is currently displayed on the graph.
Another feature of the main display is that whatever measurement device is selected on this
screen is routed to the analog output.

Main Display (acquiring data)

20



Main Display (paused)
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Numeric Display
The numeric display allows the data f rom hvo measurement devices to be displayed. The sample
time and the number of points that are averaged together can be controlled. The display shows
the current value, peak value, minimum value, and average value.

l&iFr&f r,ftr@
:'fs:t||qlafcI5!{!,

l:;;:-- I

ii;ri-i
I ':'

Resets the accumulated data buffer

Prints the data
Saves the buffer to disk

Numeric Display
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Graphic Display
The graphic display allows both numeric and graphic information from two measurement devices
to be displayed. The software numerically displays the current reading, peak reading, minimum
reading, and average reading for each measurement device. The chart length can be varied. The
graph can be manipulated by the cursor controls when the display is paused.

The information can be saved to disk. There are two ways of saving data, AUTO or MANUAL. In
the AUTO mode the software willcontinuously save data untilthe PRESS TO STOP SAVE button
is un-clicked. In the MANUAL mode the software saves the data that is currently displayed on the
graph.

_ ch*L.nith,
lPAUsEl :Fo t

t; tt, l,-'

IREErl

Graphic Display (acquiring data)

Resets the accumulated data buffer



Breath Display
The breath display consists of two screens. The first screen is the breath rate calculations setup.
This screen allows the measurement device, or meter, and its units to be selected. The sampre
time and the number of samples can be adjusted. The trigger levels used to locate the graphical
cursors and readings can be varied. The START OF BREATH is the percentage of the full scale
range of the selected measurement device. The END OF INSPIRATION is the percentage of the
maximum reading for the breath. The BACK button returns the user to the MAIN display.

Breath Display Setup
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The second screen displays the medical breath calculations. This screen shows the breath
graphically and shows graphical cursors that indicate the locations of the START OF BREATH,
END OF INSPIRATION, and END OF BREATH. These cursor locations can be manually
adjusted to fine tune the readings. These readings include tidal volume, minute volume, breaths
per minute, inspiratory time, expiratory time, and l:E ratio. The readings on this screen may not
agree exactly with the readings in the standalone mode. This is because the standalone must
continuously monitor the breath and the remote software simply captures a breath and then
analyzes the waveform.

Using the wave shape filters
The RespiCalrM has a digital input filter that is specific for each type of ventilator waveform. The
wave shapes are pulse or square, descending ramp, and sinusoidal. A new f ield was added to
the configure display to allow the user to select the correct wave shape. The pulse or square
shape will work with the majority of waveforms but ramp and sinusoidal can increase the accuracy
and stability over large changes in peak flow rate. The software will automatically use the same
setting as the stand alone is using. lf the filter is changed then the stand alone setting will be
updated.

Using the tare or flow offset
The tare or flow offset function was added to compensate the volume readings for base flow.
Most ventilators now suppolt some form of continuous or base flow. Generally the tidal volume
setting of the ventilator is added on top of the base flow, with the tare function the user can
subtract the volume contributed by the continuous flow from the data and read the desired tidal
vclume. Great care must be exercised when using the tare functions. In the remote mode the
tare value can be changed dynamically. Pressing CTRL-F10 will enable the user to change the
tare value by clicking the spinner controls or entering a number from the keyboard. Changing the
tare value will cause the volume, rate, and time parameters to dynamically update to new values.
The tare value has also been added to the printouts and the file storage format for breaths.

Saves the buffer to disk
Returns to the breath setuD screen

Breath Display
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Controlling the trigger levels
The remote mode software does not use the trigger levels the same as the stand alone mode. ln
fact the remote mode does not use the trigger levels to determine the start of breath, end of
inspiration, and end of breath. Instead it looks at the changes in slope of the waveform and finds
the lowest possible points that it can. The user can the mouse to drag any of the three cursors
along the captured waveform and the volume, rate, and time parameters will dynamically update
with the new values while the cursors are being dragged.

Burst Display

The burst display allows the data to be captured the same as a digital storage oscilloscope.
Either one or two channels of information can be captured. The sample size and time can be
specified. The sample size is the number of captured data points. The maximum sample size is
2000 points for a single channelburst and 1000 points for a dualchannel burst. The sample time
is the time in milliseconds between each data point. The sample time can be set from 5 ms to
255 ms between sample points.

How the burst is triggered or started can be controlled. The most commonly used trigger mode is
the IMMEDIATE mode which simply begins capturing immediately. The HIGH mode uses the
HIGH % value to trigger when the flow is greater than this percentage. The LOW mode uses the
LOW % value to trigger when the flow is greater than this percentage. The trigger can also be
modified with the selection of LEVEL or EDGE. The EDGE selection means that the trigger must
occur on the rising edge of the signal. The LEVEL selection allows the trigger to occur an'ywhere.
The RespiOalru Calibration Analyzeralso has an EXTERNAL trigger mode that allows the device
to be triggered by the digital inputs located on the l/O connector.

Selects either single or dualchannel
data collection
Starts the trigger cycle or re-reads
the previous data buffer

Saves the buffer to disk
Returns to the main
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Triggering Gombinations
The trigger value is expressed as the percentage of the full scale value for the device selected on
channel 1.

Triqqers immediatelvlmmediate N/A
High Level Triggers when channel 1 is greater

than the triqqer value
High Edge Triggers when the channel 1 value

rises from less than the trigger value
to greater than !!9 trigger value.

Low Level Triggers when channel 1 is less than
the triooer value

Low Edge Triggers when the channel 1 value
falls from greater than the trigger
value to less than the triooer value

External N/A Triggers immediately upon sensing
the sional

Burst Display
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Configure Display

The configure display simply allows the user to control the setting for the digital filtering and the
actual gas temperature. The user can select from filter values of none, medium, and strong. The
strong setting provides the most filtering, none provides no digitalfiltering, and medium is the
setting halfway between strong and none. The digitalfiltering may round off the peaks and valleys
of a fast changing signal.

The gas temperature is used in the ATP and BTPS flow and volume calculations. The gas
temperature is also included with each printout. The default gas temperature is 21"C.

Configure Display
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Files Display

The files display opens a standard Windows file open dialog box. Any BTH extension file that is
saved with the Breath Display SAVE function can be loaded. The software will the read the file
and redisplay the Breath Display screen.

This function only works with those files saved by the Breath Display SAVE function.

Files Display
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Using the Cursor Controls
The cursor controls can be used to examine the graphs in detail and to make measurements of

the data. The cursor positions and labels can be customized to highlight information before
printing. The X and Y values of the cursor locations are displayed. The cursors can be locked to
either channel and set to snap between the data points. The cursor that is selected with the small
black square can be moved with either the cursor movement buttons or by dragging it with the
mouse. The graphs can be scaled, panned, or zoomed. The autoscale locks will override any
attempts at scaling an axis unless they are switched off. The cursor control buttons are
controlled by mouse selections and have multiple functions depending upon whether the right or
left mouse button is clicked.

The user is encouraged to experiment with the cursor movement and scaling features to achieve
the desired results. The settings for the cursor controls are remembered while the software is
active but the settings are reset to their defaults each time the sottware is started again.

Cursor Controls

lur 0 l:01:52.45 I 't.59

lur I l:01 :55.46 13.34
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Configuring the RespiCalrM Calibration Analyzer
The RespiCalrM software has a file (UNITS.CFG) that defines the default measurement devices
and units for the remote mode software. Also, the user defined units are located in this same file.
The default COM port is also defined in this file. This file is an ASCII file and can be edited with
the Windows Notepad.

The user defined units allow the end user to create custom units of measure to meet any need. lt
is also possible to change the default devices and their units of measure for each display. The
default device is the device that is displayed when the remote software starts up. An example
would be to change line the startup device for the main screen to the low flow meter and LPM
ATP units. You would change line 16 to a 1 and line 17 to a 4. This would automatically select
that particular device and units each time the software is started.

It also possible to define the 40 character string that is displayed on the top of each printout. The
string is located in line 32 of the UNITS.CFG file.

UNITS.CFG File

1-6 N/A Comments
7 1 Default COM port
8 1.0000 User Value = this number times readino in PSIG
9 1.0000 User Value = this number times readinq in SLPM
10 1.0000 User Value = this number times readino in Volts
11 <PSIG> User units name for pressure
12 <SLPM> User units name for flow
13 <VOLTS> User units name for
14 XLS Default file extension for MAIN, GRAPHIC, and BURST dis
15 ResoiCal Reserved do not use
16 0 Default displav device 1

17 0 Default displav device 1 units
18 2 Default Graphics displav device 2
19 1 Default displav device 2 units
20 0 Default Numeric disolav device 1

21 0 Default Numeric displav device 1 units
22 2 Default Numeric displav device 2
23 1 Default Numeric disolav device 2 units
24 0 Default Burst displav device 1

25 0 Default Burst display device 1 units
26 2 Default Burst disolav device 2
27 1 Default Burst displav device 2 units
28 0 Default Breath disolav device
29 0 Default Breath disolav device units
30 0 Default Main displav device
31 0 Default Main disolav device units
32 2 Defautt Filter Settinq 0 - None. 1 - Medium. 2 -
33 USER TEXT 40 character of user text to be added to the too of each

UNITS.CFG Values for Devices
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0 Hiqh Flow
1 Low Flow
2 Hioh Pressure
3 Low Pressure
4 Barometer
5 Oxvoen
6 Auxiliary Input

UNITS.CFG Values for Flow Units

0 LPM STP
1 CFM STP
2 LPM BTPS
3 CFM BTPS
4 LPM ATP
5 CFM ATP
6 USER

UNITS.CFG Values for Pressure Units

0 inHoO
1 cmHrO
2 mmHq
3 inHq
4 KPa
5 PSIG
6 Bar

mBar
I ATM
9 USER



Digital Filtering

Digital Input Filter
The digital input filter is a software algorithm that is used to fine tune the step response of the flow
meter to a particular wave shape. A separate set of filter parameters are selected for pulse,
ramp, and sinusoidalwave shapes. The best all around filter setting is the pulse and it can be
used in almost any setting. The digital input filter is controlled on the volume display screen. The
digital input filter applies only to the high and low flow meters.

Digital Output Filter
The digital output filter is a low pass or averaging filter. This filter should be set to none when
measuring ventilator waveforms. The medium and strong settings are best used to smooth out
noisy signals like flow and pressure from an air compressor, flow meter, or pressure regulator.
The digital output filter in controlled on the filter rate display screen. The digital output filters apply
to all of the RespiOalrM sensors not just the flow meters.

Connecting the RespiCalrM Galibration Analyzer to
a ventilator
The RespiCalrM Calibration Analyzer can be placed within the ventilator circuit. A test lung will not
affect the flow readings. The mass flow meters are not affected by back pressure. They are also
not sensitive to the gas mixture like a laminar flow element. The RespiOalrM should never be
used with a humidifier.

Ventilators with an internal exhalation valve

RespiCal

Ventilator

Exhalation Leg

Patient Y

ooooo
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Ventilators with an external exhalation valve

RespiCal

Oxygen Sensor
The RespiOalrM Calibration Analyzer has an internal galvanic,oxygen sensor. The sensor is rated
by the manufacturer to last approximately 5 years. The device is rated at 900,000 percent hours
this translates to 4.8 years at 21o/o oxleen.

90O000lOzVo
veut S =" 24*365

The galvanic orygen sensors are sensitive to changes in barometric pressure. The RespiOalrM
uses its internal barometer to compensate the oxygen sensor for barometric pressure. This is
why the sensor does not need to be calibrated each day. Normally only very expensive oxygen
monitors have this internal barometric pressure compensation feature.

Barometer
OzVo = OzVo x

B aromete r @ C alib ration

This particular orygen sensor consumes approximately 2 to 3 ml of oxygen while operating.

ooooo

EEEI=Eooooo
EEET=Eooooo
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Glossary of Terms and Equations

Terms and Abbreviations
Atmosphere.
conversion for gas flow and volume to ambient temperature and pressure.
14.7 PStc.
Conversion for gas flow and volume to body temperature (97"c) with 100% water
saturation.
Cubic feet.
Cubic feet at ATP.
Cubic feet at BTPS.
Cubic feet at STP.
Cubic feet per minute at ATP.
Cubic feet per minute at BTPS.
Cubic feet per minute at STP.
Centimeters of water
Inches of water.
Inches of mercury.
KiloPascals.
Liter at ATP.
Liter at BTPS.
Liter at STP.
Liters per minute at ATP.
Liters per minute at BTPS.
Liters per minute at STP.
1000mBar=1Bar.
Millimeters of Mercury.
Pounds per square inch
Pounds per square inch absolute
Pounds per square inch differential
Pounds per square inch gauge.
conversion for gas flow and volume to a temperature of 21.c and barometric
pressure of 760 mm Hg.
Zero flow offset value. compensates for devices with continuous flow

Atm
ATP
Bar
BTPS

CF
CFa
cFb
CFs
CFMa
CFMb
CFMs
cm H2O
in H2O
in Hg
KPa
La
Lb
Ls
LPMa
LPMb
LPMs
mBar
mm Hg
PSI
PSIA
PSID
PSIG
STP

Tare
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Pressure Conversion Conventions
Note: The operator should be careful to use the appropriate units of measure. Avoid using
units of inHzO or cmH2O on the high pressure device or units of Bar or Atmospheres on
the low pressure device. The scale of these pressure units is inappropriate for the
particular device and may lead to confusion.

Definition: 1 atmosphere - 760 mm Hg at OoC and at standard gravity.

The conversions to 1 atmosphere: (referenced at 0'C)

760 millimeters of Mercury
29.921inches of Mercury
1033.922 centimeters of Water
406.923 inches of Water
14.696 pounds per square inch
101.925 KiloPascals
1.0133 Bar
1013.3 milliBars

Pressure Conversion Table
To convert trom unitl to unit2:
1 Find the row tor unitl and the column lor unit2,
2 The intersection of this row and column is the conversion factor.
3 Multiply unitl by this number to convert inlo unit2.
4 Example: 10 cmH2O into mmHg is 10 * 0.7351 = 7.351 mmHg

Flow Conversion Conventions
1 liter per minute is equalto 0.0353 cubic feet per minute
1 cubic foot per minute is equalto 28.3 liters per minute

nmHo nHo rmHzO nH2O PSI (Pa 3ar mBar \tmosohere

nmHo 1.000( 0,039u 1.3604 O-535r 0.01s3 o 1341 o ff)1: 1.3333 0.001

nHo 25.4002 1.fiXX 34.5551 13.599! 0.4912 3.406! o o33( 33.865€ 0.033r

:mH20 0.7351 0.028( I 03.3922 o.393t o.o142 o o98€ o d)1( 0.9801 0.001(

nH20 1.867i o-0731 2.5408 '| (xxx o 0361 o 250t o fi)21 2.4902 0.0021
)sl 51.714r 2.036( 70.454C 27 689t 1 fi)Or 6 0356 o o6q( 68.9s07 0.068(
(Pa 7_456! o.293{ 10 143S 39921 o 144t '| {YYrf 0.009! 9.941 0.009{

3ar 750.0241 29.524i 1020 3513 40'1.542( 14 5031 1 rn 547, 1 flt{x 1000.000c 0.001

nBar 0.750{ o.029! 1.|J2rl,4 o 401{ o 014t 0.100€ 0.001( 1.000c 0.986(

\tmosohere 760.000( 29.921( 1033.922C 406.923( t4.696C 10t.925( 1.013! 1 01 3.300C 1.000(
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Gas Conversions for Dry Gases
Pe = Barometric Pressure in mm Hg
T = Ambient temperature in degrees C
PH2O = Ambient vapor pressure of water

BTPS assumes a body temperature of 37'C and PH2O = 47 mm Hg
STP is defined as T = 21oC or 294'K and P = 760 mm Hg

STP to

Arp =[zoo)[(zzr+ 
r))

\Prl\ 2e4 )
( teo )[gro)B.PS = 
[1p, - ox )rn )

ATP to

srP = 
(:z\S zgo 

1
[zool[(zzr +r) )
( p" )(lo)B.PS =[1p,-ox )l@))

BTPS to

Arp =( 
@' - qt))[(zzt + r)')

\ P, i\ 310 )
( ( p, - +tl\( zgq\

srP = l. r* -J[, tor
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Troubleshooting Guide
This section lists a number of problems and remedies. lf a problem is encountered that is not
addressed here. call:

Customer Service Department Toll Free at: (800) 444-gg}4

Standalone Problems
Possibte Cause Solution
Unit unplugged.

Unit not turned on,

Fuse blown.

Hardware fault.

Possible Gause

Flug unit in

Trigger levels are incorrect.

Wrong flow device is selected.

Possible Cause

Turn unit on. Power switch is on the
' back of the unit.

See *lnstructions for Charging
FuCes".

See *Claims and Factory Service".

Vary the trigger levels.

Change to the correct flow device.

''sol*tish ',' '

No pressure readings lncorrect connection to unit

Possible Cause

Verify connections are correCi.

No Incorrect connection to unit

Possible Cause

)r-! .." __. .

connections are correct.

No tlow
flow ieading

Change to continuous.

Sotution

Function is in PEAK mode

Possible Cause

;;

Incorrect ground connection.

Connected to wrong pin.

Input voltage is out of range.

Verify electrical connections.

Verify elec'trical pinout.
a:*

Veri$,input vohage with a DMM.

Incorrect value lor the gas
temperature when using ATP or
BTPS units.

Possibte Cause
No liltering enabled

Correct tlre gas temperature.

.''

Possible Cause

:;,;:;;,,;,:,:,t;'11;j;,,'r Poss ib le Cause

38
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Exit sottware and reopen software.
When initial screen-appears select
th6 COM portnumber that connects
the computer with the FlespiOalrM
Adibntion Aialyzen

RS-232 connecting cable is not Exit software, reconnect the
.onn"":: properly RS-Z3A and restarr the software.

Wrong RS-232 cable tvtaXe sU ,ithstith;,fiS.13t:,cable,is
.

: :uu:t :uul

';
Hardware fauh.

'ri: ;., ._

a straight pin to pin cable,"'
See "Chims and FaJory Service".-::

Problem ""* :'. Possible Cause -_ ,-.Qglution _--
noisy or.hard to,.read :':i.'. '=:*.611ing ' ,, ,', ,'.,, 

'

Wrong COM port selected.

Problem Possible Cause ;-fu-lution-- ':

NO;,pr€ssureje$dingp;

P,r$bbrfi

Incorrect connection to unit

' Possible Cause
Incorrect connection to unit

Verify connections are correct.

Solution
No; ar.e corr€ct.

Not*le to3e1-.',,'=
readings on volumes
and/orbreaths.,:, ,,.

n, Trigger levels are incorrect.

,: Wrong flow device is selected.

'Vary the trigger levels.

Change to the conect flow device.
:
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Replacement Parts

RespiOalrM Software

Instructions for changing fuses
WARNING: Electrical Shock Hazard

e Unplug the power cord from the unit. Insert the corner of a screw driver (flat) blade in the slot
located at the top of the fuse cover, in the power entry module. Gently twist the screw driver
to pry the door open. Push down the fuse cover door.

r lnseft the corner of a screw driver (flat) blade in the slot in the top of the f use holder. Gently
twist the screw driver to pry out the fuse holder. Pull fuse holder out completely.r Insert replacement fuse(s) in the fuse holder. DO NOT replace the fuses with fuse that has a
higher rating than those specified.

. Replace fuse holder into power entry module. The desired voltage should be visible when
looking at the power entry module.

. Close the fuse cover door securely. Plug in unit. Turn on unit.

lnstructions for changing input voltage
WARNfNG: Electrical Shock Hazard

Note: The RespiCaltH Calibration Analyzer contains an internal special power supply.
There is no need to change the settings on the power entry module. The power supply can
tolerate input voltage changes from 90 to240 Volts AC with either 50 or 60 Hz.
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Appendix A

uo, o

RS-232
9 pin female

9 ,otl rr13',otu

l/O Connector
15 pin male

RS-232 Connector
DB-9 female

The RS-232 connector is designed to be connected to a normal PC serial port with a straight pin
for pin cable. The cable length should be no longer than 50 feet. The cable must have
connections for RxD, TxD, DTR and Ground. A 9 to 25 pin adapter may be used if required.

I/O Connector
DB-15 male

DIGOUTl RESERVED for future use
DIGOUT2 RESERVED for future use

-...---.-.1

I

TRIGGER+
0 to 10 Volts

round

round

The analog output is a 0 to 10 Volt signalcapable of supplying 1OmA maximum.

1 NC not connected
2 RxD receive data
3 TxD transmit data
4 DTR data terminal readv
5 Ground svstem oround
6 NC not connected
7 NC not connected
8 NC not connected
9 NC not connected

RESERVED analoo output 0 to 10 Volts

RESERVED opto-isolated input for future use

RESERVED ooto-isolated inout for future use
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The opto-isolated trigger input requires O.SmA drive minimum at 2.5Volts to trigger. The
maximum trigger input voltage is 24 VDC. The drive circuit must supply this power and ground.

The auxiliary input in protected with diode clamps to limit over and under voltage. A series
resistor is provided to limit the current.

Caution: Do not attempt to connect to the analog calibration, digital outputs, or option
connections. These connections are reserved for factory use only.
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Appendix B
References CGA C-7, 1992

Nitrogen
CAUTION: HIGH PRESSURE GAS CAN CAUSE RAPID SUFFOCATION.

Store and use with adequate ventilation. Use equipment rated for cylinder pressure. Close valve
after each use and when empty.

Carbon Dioxide
CAUTION: HIGH PRESSURE LIQUID AND GAS CAN CAUSE RAPID SUFFOCATION. CAN
INCREASE RESPIRATION AND HEART RATE. MAY CAUSE FROSTBITE.

Avoid breathing gas. Store and use with adequate ventilation. Do not get liquid in eyes, on skin
or clothing. Cylinder temperature should not exceed 125eF (52eC). Use equipment rated for
cylinder pressure. Close valve after each use and when empty.

Compressed Air
CAUTION: HIGH PRESSURE GAS. MAY ACCELERATE COMBUSTION.

Keep oil and grease away. Use equipment rated for cylindel pressure. Close valve after each
use and when empty.

Nitrous Oxide
WARNING: HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZING LIQUID AND GAS. VIGOROUSLY ACCELERATES
COMBUSTION. CAN CAUSE RAPID SUFFOCATION. CAN CAUSE ANESTHETIC EFFECTS.
MAY CAUSE FROSTBITE.

Avoid breathing gas. Store and use with adequate ventilation. Keep oiland grease away. Use
only with equipment cleaned for nitrous oxide and rated for cylinder pressure. Do not get liquid in
eyes, on skin, or clothing. Cylinder temperature should not exceed 125eF (52,C). Open valve
slowly. Close valve after each use and when empty.

Oxygen
WARNING: HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZING GAS. VIGOROUSLY ACCELERATES
COMBUSTION.

Keep oil and grease away. Open valve slowly. Use only with equipment cleaned for oxygen
service rated for cylinder pressure. elose valve after each use and when empty.

Gaseous and Liquid Oxygen
WARNING: For orygen deficiency in breathing persons or emergency resuscitation when used by
personnel instructed in oxygen administration. For other medical applications, use only as
directed by a licensed practitioner. Uninterrupted use of high concentrations of oxygen over a
long duration, without monitoring its effect on oxygen content of arterial blood, may be harmful.
Use only with pressure reducing equipment and apparatus designed for oxygen.

Carbon Dioxide and Nitrous Oxide
GAUTION: Federal law prohibits dispensing without prescription'
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WARNING: Administration of carbon dioxide or nitrous oxide may be hazardous or
contraindicated. For use only by or under the supervision of a licensed practitioner who is
experienced in the use and administration of carbon dioxide or nitrous oxide and is familiar with
the indications, effects, dosages, methods, and frequency and duration of administration, and
with the hazards, contraindications and side effects and the precautions to be taken.

Gaseous and Liquid Nitrogen
CAUTION: Federal law prohibits dispensing without prescription.
WARNING: Administration of nitrogen may be hazardous or contraindicated. For use only by or
under the supervision of a licensed practitioner who is experienced in the use and administration
of nitrogen and is familiar with the indications, effects, dosages, methods, and frequency and
duration of administration, and with the hazards, contraindications and side effects and the
precautions to be taken.

Medical Air
WARNING: Administration of compressed air to humans for breathing maintenance be by
adequately trained personnel experienced in the use and administration of compressed air.

Medical Gas Mixtures
Mixtures of any of the following gases (Carbon Dioxide, Cyclopropane, Helium, Nitrogen, and
Nitrous Oxide) with each other or with oxygen (with the exception of Cyclopropane with Oxygen or
Nitrous Oxide).

CAUTION: Federal law prohibits dispensing without prescription.
WARNING: Administration of this gas mixture may be hazardous or contraindicated. For use only
by or under the supervision of a licensed practitioner who is experienced in the use and
administration of this gas mixture and is familiar with the indications, effects, dosages, methods,
and frequency and duration of administration, and with the hazards, contraindications and side
effects and the precautions to be taken.

Selections Referenced from the CGA P-14. 1983

1. SCOPE
Most accidents that are related to the use of orygen, whether from a liquid or gaseous source,
occur because of oxygen-rich or oxygen deficient atmosphere in the working environment. This
pamphlet identifies the hazards inherent in oxygen-rich and orygen-deficient atmospheres, and
provides rules and recommendations for:

a. Prevention of accidentalchanges in the orygen content of the atmosphere.
b. Safe working practice in oxygen-rich or orygen-deficient atmospheres.
c. Limiting the effects of accidents, if they occur.

2. DEFINITIONS

2.2 Orygen-Rich Atmosphere-Air in which the oxygen concentration by volume exceeds
23o/o al sea levelor whose partial pressure of oxygen exceeds 175 TORR (mm Hg).
2.2 Orygen-Deficient Atmosphere-Air in which the oxygen concentration by volume is less
than 19% at sea level or whose partial pressure is less than 144 TORR (mm Hg).

3. OXYGEN.RICH ATMOSPHERES

3.1 Hazards. Oxygen reacts chemicallywith most materials. Although it is not flammable, it

vigorously accelerates combustion. The initiation, speed, vigor, and extent of the



reaction depends primarily on the concentration, temperature, and pressure of the reactants,
and the energy and mode of ignition.

3.1.1 Oxygen-enrichment of the atmosphere, even by a few percent, or slight
increase in orygen partial pressure, significantly increases the risk of ignition and fire.
Materialwhich do not burn in normalair, including fireproofing materials, may burn
vigorously in an oxygen-rich atmosphere. Sparks which would normally be regarded
as harmless can cause fire. The resulting flames are much hotter and are
propagated at much greater speed.

3.2 Causes and Prevention of Orygen-Rich Accidents
3.2.1 Leakage

3.2.1.1Apparatus used for the manufacture, distribution, or use of oxygen shall
be installed and identified in accordance with the recommendations of the
industrial gas industry, and shall comply with all applicable regulations.
3.2.1.2 Newly assembled equipment for oxygen service shall be cleaned for
orygen service, dried and thoroughly leak-checked by a timed gas pressure drop
test, supplemented by a soap and water tests or other equivalent methods, as
necessary. Periodic retests are recommended.
3.2.1.8 Only authorized personnel, properly trained and equipped, shall make
repairs to leaking orygen equipment.

3.3 Accident Prevention
3.3.1 Smoking. Smoking shall be prohibited in all areas where an oxygen-rich
atmosphere exists or can occur. The danger of smoking in such areas shall be
emphasized to all personnel.
3.3.2 Hydrocarbon Oils and Greases. Oil and grease are particularly hazardous in
oxygen-enriched atmospheres. They may react,violently with oxygen, causing fire or
explosion.

3.3.2.1 Oil and grease shall never be used to lubricate equipment that will be in
contact with orygen or orygen-rich air. Special lubricants are available for use in
orygen-rich atmospheres. Oxygen pressure gauges shall not be tested or
calibrated in contact with oil.

4. OXYGEN.DEFICIENT ATMOSPHERES

4.1 Hazards. An oxygen-deficient atmosphere is a serious physiological hazard to any living
creature. Depending on the degree of deficiency, its effects on humans can vary f rom
physiological changes to actual illness or even death by asphgiation.

4.1.1 Although a healthy person may remain conscious for a short period in an
atmosphere having an orygen concentration (by volume). as low as 107o, no person
should ever be asked to endanger his life by being subject to such conditions.
4.1.2 An insidious feature of oxygen-deficient atmosphere is that it cannot readily be
detected by the senses. Victims are usually unaware of lhe danger and may even
have a feeling of well-being.
4.1.3 The principalcauses of an oxygen-deficient atmosphere are:

(a) The escape of gases (other than oxygen) into the atmosphere. As these
gases enter the atmosphere, the concentration of oxygen by volume decreased.
(b) Consumption of oxygen in confined spaces, with inadequate ventilation.
Respiration consumes oxygen and produces carbon dioxide. Combustion and
oxidation processes can seriously deplete oxygen in confined spaces and may
produce carbon dioxide. High concentrations of carbon dioxide can produce
paralysis or death.

4.2 Causes and Prevention of Orygen-Deficient Atmospheres
4.2.1. Dilution of Air by Gases Other than Orygen.

4.2.1.1 Leakage of Gases Other than Oxygen. All provision of Section 3.2.1.,
except cleaning for oxygen service, should be applied to gases other than oxygen
to minimize their leakage and the subsequent formation of an oxygen-deficient
atmosphere.
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7. PERSONNEL INFORMATION AND TRAINING
All persons who work in spaces where oxygen-rich or oxygen-deficient atmosphere can occur
shall be given adequate instructions as to the risks involved. Special attention shall be drawn to
the nature of the risks, to the rapidity of their effects, and the fact that an operator may be
completely unaware of the potential danger to which he is exposed. Practical training should be
given the means by which such risks can be minimized.
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Timeter
byAllied

For over eighteen years, Timeter@by AIIied has responded to the needs of a diversified
customer base by developing innovative products that offer total solutions. We now offer our
newest state-of-the-art Calibration Analyzer. In our mission to become the worldwide leader in the
design, manufacture, sales, and seruice of calibration equipment, Timeter@ offers several
advantages over other gas calibration instrument manufacturers:

Technical support second to none is provided by our world-wide sales force. These sales
professionals provide our customers with the advantage of technically correct product applications
to compete in the global market. ln addition, a complete engineering staff is available to answer
any questions you may have.

Prompt delivery of a high qualtty, competitively priced product is the goalof our manufacturing
operation. To meet this objective, we continuously evaluate processes and products to identify
quality enhancement opportunities. ln addition, we value customer feedback, and strive to
develop products and seruices based on customer input.

Dependable, timely repair and totalcalibration seruices are part of our reputation as a Respiratory
Therapy equipment leader. Timeter@ product excellence sfems from the expertise gained from
our earlier designs, the RT-l00 and RT-200 Calibration Analyzers.

Total customer satisfaction and product dependability are what you can expect from your
relationship with Timeter@. lmmediate attention to your needs is possible through our highly
trained direct sales force and a direct Hotline to our responsive management structure. As a
result, we provide, reliable, and competitive solutions to your calibration and control needs.
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